
Client: Angie’s Subs 

1. Why are we advertising?  Creative Strategy Statement 

To assure local Jacksonville Beach residents and visitors that Angie’s Subs provides a quality 

sandwich for a low price in a garage sale/dive joint environment featuring eclectic  beach décor. 

2. Who else is getting our money? 

Firehouse Subs – http://www.firehousesubs.com/  

Subway – http://www.subway.com/subwayroot/index.aspx 

Publix – http://www.publix.com/Home.do 

Tropical Smoothie – http://www.tropicalsmoothie.com/ 

3. Whom are we talking to? 

a.) Demographics: Sex: Male and Female, Age:  4-50, Income: 15K+ 

b.) Psychographics/Values: Families and individuals that are active in the community and enjoy 

variety. 

c.) Geographic: 2 mi from the restaurant 

4. What do they currently think? 

Nothing because they don’t know the restaurant exists. 

5. What do we want them to think? (Consumer Benefit) 

It is a 50/50 business focused on not just food and low prices, but also on high quality service. 

It’s called the “food-service industry” for a reason. 

6. Why should they believe it? 

Angie’s Subs is a community leader and superior sub shop that should be part of everyone’s 

consideration set when it comes to quality food , competitive pricing and superior service. 

7. USP- Unique Selling Proposition 

-Service is more than just the attitudes of employees. It is embodied in the eclectic beach décor 

of the restaurant. 

-Angie’s Subs bakes each sub in a pizza oven to achieve maximum taste. Most other sub shops 

will not spend the extra time, energy or cost associated with this method. 

8. What is the single most persuasive idea we can convey? 

Low-cost, high-quality service 

9. Tone of Voice 

Bethany Hamilton (One-armed professional surfer) is a perfect “voice” for Angie’s Subs because 

of her inspiring story and compatibility with the décor.  

10. Tactics (MEDIA & PR—How will you generate press attention?) 

-Sammy the Giant Sandwich hands out samples at the beach 

-Create a New Sub Contest: charge $2 to enter and the winning sandwich will be featured on the 

menu for 1 month. 

-Surf/Tides Promise: waves under 2 feet, $2 subs 

-Sponsorships: surf tournaments, baseball teams, girl/boy scouts, school functions ect. 

-Group-on: if 50 people sign up for this deal we will honor during off hours (last hour before 

closing) 

-Create a website featuring menus, ads, hours of operation, and ect. 
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